Middletown Public Schools
Middletown, Rhode Island

THANK YOU for taking the time to complete the "Community Visioning Survey." Here are the results,
along with the comments. The findings confirm the Building Committee and Visioning Committee focus
and direction. Your input, particularly the comments, have assisted the Building Committee in moving
forward with a solid plan to improve our schools and upgrade our learning environment. The plan will
provide 21st century learning spaces and address health and safety issues for our students and staff.
The next phase of work needs Strong Community Engagement as conceptual designs are developed.
Here is a list of meetings in January. Please try to attend these meetings if possible:




January 5, 2022 - Meeting with Building Committee and School Committee to review options,
held at Oliphant Administration, 5:30 PM.
January 10, 2022 - Joint meeting with Town Council, School Committee and Building Committee
to build consensus on options, held at Middletown High School, 5:30 PM
January 18, 2022 - Town Council meeting and Building Committee, to determine the Stage 2
submission to the Rhode Island Department of Education, held at Town Hall, 6:00 PM

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call the Superintendent's Office at 401 849-2122.

Rosemarie K. Kraeger
Superintendent of Schools
Middletown Public Schools
26 Oliphant Lane
Middletown, Rhode Island 02842

ENSURING SUCCESS FOR EVERY STUDENT
Oliphant Administration - 26 Oliphant Lane  Middletown, RI 02842  (401)849-2122  Fax (401)849-0202 
Middletown Public Schools is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of age,
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity/expression, race, color, religion, national origin or disability.
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Question #1: Please give us an idea of what safety and security features would be important.
































A check in system for visitors with a printable badge that has a picture, including subs, and student
teachers. Every door should have a badge system. Not sure how to accomplish this but outdoor
activities need to be more secure.
A fence around the perimeter. We are coming from California where schools had a perimeter fence.
Accountability for behavior across the board. This year feels chaotic.
Adding cameras to the building would be helpful for safety and security of our students.
Additional security cameras at back entrance
Additional staff, additional safety training, enforced compliance to safety and security regulations
Adults in hallways to prevent fights
Alarms at each door
All exterior doors should be secure and weather proof, with staff access. All interior doors should
be lockable from the inside (and they should stop handle movement so you don't have to check
from the outside). Phone system in cafeteria too. We do not need more exterior lighting.
always be improving and investing in safety and security
An actual safety plan- what we as staff should be doing in the event a fight breaks out or a student
has a weapon. It is very unsettling that after everything that's happened over the past few weeks
that it hasn't even been addressed.
An SRO present in the building; having consequences for students involved in violent incidents in
school
Armed school resource officers
As staff we need our badges to work at all entrances As the school system grows, we will need more safety in our buildings, fields, and
technology.............
At the HS for example, it is too easy to access the school via Cafeteria and the sight lines to the
students is too accessible. Understanding the world we live in, this could be addressed better.
Badge sensors at all doors at MHS
Badges don't work on all doors which leads to doors being ajar so people can get in and out quickly.
badges should work on all doors and we should have more guidance and support staff
Bathroom supervision: ?camera, hallway/lunchroom
Better access control and much better emergency communication system
Better coordination at forest Ave with car pick up seems to be the biggest safety issue. There's
always 6 kids that come out but only 5 are allowed to get in their vehicles. So one always has to
trail back with the next group. Just let the kid get in their vehicle.
Better entrance protocol
Better security measures in the buildings and in school armed resource officers
better started tech such as visitor system, cameras, alarms, etc
Cameras
Cameras around school grounds, stricter entry ways
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cameras in halls at middle school. More key pads for entry into every door for increased access
back into building in an emergency
Cameras in large gathering areas
Cameras in school like high school and officer to continue to be in our school
Cameras, secure doors, and windows
Card key entrances should be functional at entrances.
Classroom desks are rusty and have sharp metal edges. Students & teachers have ripped their
clothes and scratched their skin. New desks are needed. When a student's behaviors and/or
actions are inappropriate and/or dangerous to themselves and/or others, appropriate measures
and/or consequences need to be implemented instead of ignored/minimalized by admin. Trust
that the teachers and principals are doing what is safe and best for all students. When inclement
weather makes it dangerous for travel. (A student had an electrical fire on their street.) Please
utilize the Distance Learning alternative method.
Classroom doors/locks
Cleaner and more modern facilities
Cleaner area to work in and more staff
cleanliness...accumulated dust should be cleared more frequently
construction has created leaks that make our floors wet and unsafe. The fix has been to put
buckets under the leaks.
Dedicated, full-time resource officer at MHS
Doors that close and lock properly.
Due to the increase in physical fights at the high school perhaps there should be more adult
presence in the hallways also the teachers and faculty should have training on how to break up
bikes and monitor that situation to cool it down better also these fights are on video I don’t see
why the kids should have their phones during school. Perhaps there could be a rule where they can
have their phones but not use them these videos are going viral it looks bad for school and it does
cars more agitation to the kids that are fighting because now that fight lives on in the videos and
they can get teased for not fighting back or they get praise for fighting. Also at the high school the
drive is a little crazy perhaps there needs to be a new traffic pattern specially with the young
drivers new with their licenses to take rest and cut people up
easier access to exits, especially for anyone with mobility needs. Also, we share athletic areas with
community members so there are always strangers around
Elevator at MHS. Wheel chair ramps near more then 1 door and a officer in building
Ensuring the MANY doors in our building are secure, students should not be able to leave the
building on their own (has happened several times already this year).
Fenced in playground, adequate mulch depth, equipment appropriate for the youngest learners
Fewer points of entry, wayfinding features, window tactics, safe spaces in classrooms, video
surveillance
Fire alarm upgrades, sprinkler systems, electrical and monitoring upgrades
Green / Healthy Building Materials, Safe Routes to School
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hall and bathroom monitors, cell phone blockers
Have better monitoring of people entering buildings
Have police back on premises.
Having an SRO police officer in the building
Having more support staff for students and teachers would be beneficial. People who are
consistently around to help when issues arise who also do not have to be pulled for meetings. As
well as having SRO. Understandably they are having staffing issues in Middletown, so we are not
first priority.
How visitors enter building
HVAC, better/safer parking lots, more secure windows and doors
I believe that we need more cameras and TA's. I also think that maybe we need to have a closed
campus. There are many strangers on our property throughout the day.
I believe the high school, especially needs security upgrades. The libraries should have active metal
detectors.
I suggest hallways that are curved vs. straight
I think we should have more Alice drills where we are told the location of an intruder and we have
to make decisions about how to handle the situation. Also, not all classrooms are locked at all
times, and some connect with others. I think we should be more serious about getting that
message out, that all classrooms remain locked, and checking that they are on a regular basis.
I would have a police officer present daily, not sure if there is one like Officer Costa at Gaudet.
I would like to see ID cards for HS students
ID code access (swipe) at all building doors, security cameras inside, and a school resource officer
IMHO...all of the schools have become obsolete...MHS needs to be razed and a new state of the art
HS needs to be built
Impact resistant ballistic film applied to all exterior windows. Student badges required for building
access
Improve rooms in case of lockdown
Improve the culture at the high school level. Finding ways to prevent student physical altercations
and promote an honest and safe environment
Improvements similar to recent modifications to the office at Gaudet.
increased fights and knives coming to school
Less accessibility to buildings and campuses for people who have no reason to be there! The
presence of SROs (Security Resource Officers)!
Lightened exit signs, fire barrier doors. And for health of course classroom lights and ventiation
Limited access…
lobby, bathrooms
main front entrance of high school-adult should walk into closed area first, provide identification,
inquire reason for visit.
Man trap technology. Cameras. School Safety Officers.
Many doors at our buildings, some way to ensure they are locked and secure all day.
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Maybe installing security cameras by the exit doors, especially on the sides/back of the building
because there aren't classroom areas there where staff can see who enters/leaves. We have had
students leaving the building through side doors.
Metal detector
Metal detector bag checks
metal detectors
Metal detectors
Metal detectors at all entrance doors, possibly finger ID for all students& staff upon entering
buildings with police presence.
Metal detectors, community police, door locks to keep potential harm out
Metal detectors, hallway monitors
Monitored cameras at all entry/exit points, not just the main entry
More cameras around the periphery of Gaudet,, the playground/play areas at Gaudet should be
closer to the building. I don't like the proximity to Turner Road. Maybe cameras in the C, D and E
door staircases. Between a student having a severe fall 13 years ago, and the stairways not always
having a lot of adult supervision, there needs to be *something* there for kid safety.
More coverage at recess
More keyless entries at multiple exterior doors. Certain classroom doors do not close due to
humidity.
More police at the high school
More presence in hallways/school SRO
More security cameras- ie - gym, gym lobby, halls, exterior property
More supervision and adult presence at MHS- where is the SRO?
National Guard available for extra safety Intense training for school secutity with inrease in paypay
Need more staff at high school to deal with difficult students of today.
needs teachers/staff in hallways throughout the day
New windows and doors at the high school. There are still doors that can be pulled open and
windows that are cracked or broken. Also doors into the classroom that don’t close properly when
the humidity is high. A school resource officer would be a nice addition as well.
Not certain
Not sure but safety & security are high priority
One can never be to secure
outdoor cameras focused on parking lots and entrances
outdoor stairways, bathroom floor moisture, substances oozing up between tiles in
classrooms/hallways
Parking signs and lines wth clear instructions to improve safety of your staff
Police in the buildings. Better security from the front office. She lets anyone in.
police officers
Possibly metal detectors, one way entrance, and 1 or 2 SROs
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Public shouldn't be allowed to use track/courts, etc. during school hours (recess- we often have
people we don't know walking track or on basketball courts while students are out at recess)
Recently aware of a situation at the high school where non-MPS students entered
Repave grounds around perimeter , improve safety for handicapped access, deep cleaning
restroom monitors
School resource officer in all bulidings
Schools are not safe
Security camera's and metal detectors at high volume areas
security cameras in the parking lots and sports fields
Security guards in high school. Secure doors. Cameras in hallway.
Security should always be updated and changed often to be current and most secure
Security to monitor inappropriate behavior in hallways and/or going into bathrooms
Security!
SRO and window and doors that work.
SRO in middle and high school. Metal detector.
SRO officer
SRO officer, ability to access the building for staff and first responders through more than one
access point, students held to the consequences in the behavior matrix for inappropriate behaviors
SRO, more administration presence in hallways and bathrooms
SRO; more staff to address safety
Student Identification / key cards
Students should not be able to leave the building undetected.
take action when it comes to threats/students feeling threatened/one on one disagreements with
students
Teachers need to stop leaving outside doors open.
The buildings are in need of updating and repair. Leaks and mold formation seem to be a problem
with most of the MPS buildings. I have had to wipe mold off of furniture and items in my space at
both FA and GMS.
The exterior doors still seem to be an issue. Sometimes they work, other times they do not.
The high school building is old. The middle school has the nicer building both for sports and
academics. The priority is not aligned nor are students success aligned. Kids get out of their parents
cars and seen walking right off campus.
The MHS building is in need of updating and a review needs to be done for overall safety and
security to make sure it is up to current standard.
The outdoor space at Gaudet is open and far from administration if an issue arises. The general
public has access and often get upset if students come out to use playground, tennis courts, etc.,
better security and monitoring would be helpful.
The ventilation/heating/cooling systems at Gaudet no not function as needed. In my son's class, the
AC is left on continuously with no way to shut it off and the children are freezing in the class. In the
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music room, the dehumidifier is so loud that children cannot hear what the teacher is saying. Not to
mention the issues with the roof and flooding.
There are too many entrances that are left open during dismissal and arrival
There should be cameras in each classroom where parents are able to see their children, also on
the inside or most common used rooms inside and outside of the school.
To many animal control at Gaudet
Too many students are wandering the halls during lunches and advisory periods b/c we don't have
the staff to monitor.
Updated handicap ramp with smooth and even walkways outside of Cafe’ down to door F at
Gaudet. Handicap accessible walkway to the playground at Gaudet School. Exit doors to be
handicap accessible.
Updated windows and doors
Updates at MHS to improve entryway security, similar to what was done at Gaudet last year.
Ventilation and adjustability accessible to each classroom
Ventilation, removal of hazardous materials, window upgrades, bringing school to current codes
overall
Ventilation, secure doors, proper windows, removal of mold.
video monitoring in public areas & outside of restrooms
Virtual instead of large gatherings. Example is during staff opening day!
We continue to be disappointed in the town's relatively low investment in our public school
facilities. When answering the safety and security question, we speak to the low respect for the
school that comes from inadequate quality--poor/outdated HVAC. We continue to advocate for
new structures, not more bandaids.
We need a better check in system for visitors. Every door should have a badge system so that none
of the doors are propped open.
We need more supervision in the school bathrooms and hallways. The bathrooms are being
vandalized daily, and fights occur all the time at MHS in the boys bathroom. Plus my kids tell me the
bathrooms smell like weed and they are used dap pens in the bathrooms. Not to mention the
ongoing fights in the hallways. This is unacceptable ! I pay nearly $9000 a yr in taxes for my kids to
go to a low class school like this! It is horrible. The resource officer should be walking the halls and
keeping order in the halls and bathrooms. I am so disgusted with MHS I can’t wait for my kids to get
out of this ghetto environment. It is getting pathetic!
We need to have better communication outside during evacuations. I think that each grade should
have a teacher with a walkie talkie or form of communication for these times.
When doors are left open, windows are not secure, screens are missing from windows
You should have a resource officer in the building every day
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Cleanliness. MHS is filthy.
"4-5 classrooms need new furniture, flexible seating, tables that can be reconfigured for different
activities. Whiteboards need to be replaced- most are covered because they are useless due to
scratches and other markings. "
A better child pick up system. Too much micromanagement at Forest Ave. Most of your military
kids have been to 3-4 different schools around the world by now and are very capable of getting in
their vehicles safely.
A new library or similar room with state of art equipment so students may take optional on line
courses or work on school projects in advisory periods.
A relatively new chair- something newer than 25 years old would be greatly appreciated.
A superintendent that’s can balance a budget
A/c and heaters to work more consistently
A/C in MHS
Adequate space for District wide Art exhibit.
As a community member who will have children in the district in the future, I hope there will be a
wide range of facilities ranging from STEM to real world learning opportunities (culinary,
cosmology, etc). If this requires merging with our neighboring towns, so be it!
Auditorium should be large enough for the entire school population. More natural light. Better
heat/AC. No mold. Landscaping. Be a good neighbor. I hope for questions about the HS that are
separate than the ones about JHG.
Be green. Flexible and not be out dated in 10 years
Being able to improve with the times in area of studies that are competitive .
Better athletic/gymnasium facilities
Better furniture for students
Better gymnasium/ life fitness areas. Increased lifeskill opportunities.
Better use of planetarium, student lounges to promote socialization.
Bring back classes that teach kids skills they need in the “real word” like home economics including
sewing, cooking, financial literacy.
Bring back the wood working, home ec and sewing classes at Gaudet and to utilize the planetarium
that we already have.
Build a giant building for sports like portsmouth
Buy new furniture for our classrooms!
Clean, help support the mold that continues to grow
Clean. Bright, Welcoming and inviting. Facilities should be environments that inspire children to
want to do their best. Gaudet Learning Academy feels dreary and depressing. The lockers are filthy
and battered. It feels like stepping into a neglected inner city school. I am so disappointed in the
Town and community for not taking more pride in our schools.
cleaner spaces, room renovations, rugs, seating, tables
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Community as the classroom and facilities that support a place based and project based learning
focused curriculum.
Consistent heat and cooling, plumbing that doesnt break, general updating of the schools, updated
furniture, updated computers for computer labs
Consolidated student body into one high school and/or improve the high school facility building
Create 21st Century learning environments and made Middletown able to compete with other
schools
Dedicated areas for remote learning so students can attend a more diverse selection of classes
online that are in person at other schools
doors that stay locked.
Economics and finance education for teens/youth
Facilities does a great job maintaining our schools! Unlike some towns….
Facilities that encourage collaboration and multi-disciplinary education with current technological
capabilities. Students need to be prepared for 21st century work spaces and teaching styles.
Families should want to live in Middletown, right now the buildings are a deterrent
Fix the greenhouse, build raised gardens, create a modern/spacious weight room, invest in outdoor
courtyard areas and promote outdoor classrooms/lunches when the weather is nice, landscape the
entrance at the end of the driveway and around the school sign in front of the school. Beautify the
campus by landscaping. Encourage the students to participate in the process and reach out to the
community for tree and plant donations.
Focus on a ongoing development program of safe and flexible learning environments
Full use of the courtyards for different learning opportunities. Revitalize the greenhouse for
growing a garden for the community, modernize cafeteria so that lunch runs smoothly.
Furniture-(desks, chairs, etc.) that is not broken, dirty, old
Future facilities should be inclusive.
Get more control over kids who are repeatedly getting into hallway & bathroom fights. And get
control over kids smoking dap pens and weed in the bathrooms. My kids don’t do these things but
yet have to be subjected to this BS because they are among students who do these things. It is a
horrible environment that my kids are forced to be a part of. And nothing is ever done to correct
these situations. The one’s in control need to step up , make stiffer consequences for kids that
repeatedly start fights and smoke in the bathrooms. And make the resource officer earn his pay,
start patrolling the hallways and check out the bathrooms for kids who are smoking, fighting ,
vandalizing the bathrooms etc. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH ! How did MHS get so ghetto ! It is beyond
disappointing and pathetic !
Good outdoor spaces as well. Outdoor classrooms. Good flexible use spaces in the buildings.
Heat working - space for flexible use
High School needs a auditorium!
High school needs a new gymnasium. Currently the varsity volleyball team plays games at the
middle school.
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High School that has the buildings and sports fields on campus. The middle school should not be the
priority as these students still have four years to go till college. If the bar is set high in middle school
and dropped in high school, what message are you sending the students, parents, or potential
colleges.
Hire the certified staff to meet required needs of students with I.E.P's, and Title Reading and math
services. Design appropriate hadicapped accessable entrance ways into the buildings and
classrooms. Design more restrooms that are hadicapped accessible and private to meet the needs
of all students.
Hope that teachers are getting paid what they deserve! Our children is on their hands!
HVAC up to par
I am not sure if this is appropriate for this committee, but I would like to see ours schools become
more energy efficient. I would like to see recycling, composting, solar panels, and more initiatives
that help in the fight against climate change. I would like to see more recycling done inside and
outside of our buildings. I think we should have better means of throwing out cleaning chemicals
besides tossing the liquids outside the building doors which ends up in our drains that lead to the
bay. I know some of this is not facilities based but I do believe a more energy efficient building is
important.
I hope we can offer our students and community facilities that meet the need of students and
educators that are in line with the 21st century. Our building and facilities are exhausted and
totally dated, on average our building are over 65 years old, its time to retire these spaces and
invest in our island’s future. We need to make our educational spaces inspirational, safe,
functional, accessible to the entire town and most importantly our buildings should reflect the
talent of our teachers and the potential of our students.
I like all the flexible seating opportunities for students. However, it shouldn't get in the way of
instruction or become a distraction. As we take on new curriculum and instruction we run out of
room to store all materials and manipulatives that are conducive to learning. There should be
storage space, and smaller areas of learning within the classroom.
I worry about associating our schools with a religious institution (Ocean Point Church) for their
auditorium. Blurred lines of church and state.
I would like Forest Avenue to look inviting, like it's an elementary school, not a nursing home. Bright
colors please! Extra staff bathrooms, new floors, better circulation in the gym at Forest Avenue,
updated technology, and air conditioning in all buildings.
I would like to focus on the classroom spaces we have now and then be able to look at adding other
facilities. Updating all current classrooms to include up to date tech, furniture, etc. feels more
important that a completely new space.
I would really hope you focus on the current students and not future students as much. I also wish
there was a focus on what’s going on now, with teachers and students coming out of last years
pandemic. Most important is your administration is telling us one thing, the teachers are doing
another. I am very diss appointed and concerned for my younger student, having experienced past
years and now dealing with the current curriculum expectation.
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I'd like our facilities to be more student friendly and student centered - bright and inspiring spaces!
Improve access to technology, flexibility in class configuration and co-teaching opportunities and
more efficient hvac operations.
improve inside thermostat settings for more comfortable learning environment while allowing for
healthy airflow
Improve school buildings, no regionalization
Improve the condition of the school.
improved art and music studios; upgraded locker rooms and workout facilities
Improved maintenance
Improvement of rear entry flow, aesthetics and landscaping at Gaudet. Students MUST have an
area where they can study during free periods
Increase in the Arts and Music
Increased staff, we are very short-handed and it has made the school year increasingly more
stressful.
Infrastructure needs attention, beautify the ground s, fix signages
INVEST IN TEACHERS
It would be incredible to bring MPS to the 21st century. The long term will benefit multi
generations of learners. Having a learning environment that is updated, relevant, clean and
organized sets the tone for the students.
It would be nice if the high school had better lighting in the halls. Only one set of lights is ever
turned on and it makes the school feel incredibly dark and dingy. Lighting makes a world of
difference and right now our school is terrible with it. Also, new paint in the classroom and halls.
Just to create an overall safe and engaging environment for ALL students.
keep up with updates and make changes as shifts happen
Large space that can be used for demonstrations such ad STEM Showcase, art show etc.
Larger primary classrooms, especially K and 1. I would like to see K-5 elementary schools.
Learning labs for differentiated instruction
Libraries and Makerspaces brought up to support 21st century learning.
Make the libraries vibrant hubs for learning, again! They are the touchdown place for functional
literacy. MPS libraries are sad, dull, empty.
Many areas of Gaudet need to be cleaned more thoroughly, uncluttered, and updated. The lower
level Learning Center is crowded with things and the rug on that same level is dirty and old looking.
Many of the lockers are in rough shape, too.
Mhs gymnasium is cramped and super small. Needs an overhaul. Also the town likes to use the
Gaudet gym for community happenings but that means some teams can’t practice at all due to the
inadequate gym at Mhs
MHS lacks a well-equipped space for large scale performances/meetings. The cafetorium doesn't
have comfortable seating or good acoustics. Room 212 is okay but could be better (a little cosmetic
uplift is needed as well as a white board)
MHS needs to be replaced. It's useful life has long expired. Dark, outdated and not inspiring.
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MIDDLETOWN NEEDS A NEW STATE OF THE ART HIGH SCHOOL.
Modernize the gym and fields at MHS. Remove lockers if their use is discouraged; replace with coat
hangers and storage solution for highshool students.
Mold removal, updated technology, labs that simulate, better quality teacher that is trained
difderent
More accessible music rooms at Gaudet. The stadium/riser steps limit our functional use of the
space and present some safety concerns.
More bathrooms at MHS, Upgrade the wi-fi, make MHS look fresh and modern, build an additional
1/2 gym or full gymnasium at MHS, upgrade locker rooms at MHS - which are embarrassing, fix the
windows at MHS, bigger and more comfortable seating in cafeteria for students, upgrade Rm. 212
and make it a 21st century media room, create a 2nd entrance and exit at MHS,
More energy efficient, reliable heating and water, utilize the court yard areas, better facilities
More handicap accessible MHS is not set well for a wheel chair bound student
More handicapped accessibility such as updated elevators in school buildings and ramps at multiple
exit points
more open/common areas that classes can use often to extend the classroom space (collaborative
work, presentations)
More options for all year music program, chorus, theater, home ed program, dance program
More outdoor learning spaces, more inspiring spaces, bright welcoming environments
My hope is that the education expectation is moved up higher and that these kids are actually
learning when they’re in school and that the graduation rate is high and they’re not being pushed
through to graduate but actually I prepared for whats in the future.. either it be a trade school the
military or college
Necessary repairs, renovations and proper upkeep of essential areas such as bathrooms and
classrooms. Appropriate and adequate furniture such as teacher desks, chairs, cabinets and white
boards.
New Classroom floors, additional staff bathrooms, updated technology, air conditioning, better
circulation in gym so that the doors can be closed during play.
New furniture at the high school (desks, tables/chairs). They are sooo old!
new furniture for classrooms, science labs. grade together with a common area
New furniture for classrooms. Paint the classrooms a neural color. New flooring in the classroom.
Adequate storage for student and teacher belongings.
new school buildings
New schools 4-12
Not sure where to start. The high school building is really sad. The exterior is not inviting, the
interior is dark and dated and the open recreational spaces are not adequate. I would venture to
say we have the worst hs gymnasium in the state (I have been in every high school in RI for my job)
and the restroom situation there is not okay. The landscaping and outdoor space is not inspiring.
Hard to have pride when you walk up to the front of the school and see black gooey substances
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dripping from the windows. I do like how it is set back from the road and that we have adequate
parking for staff and students.
Opportunities for advanced PLTW classes
Outdoor classroom areas - finishing the greenhouse, making the courtyard spaces at Gaudet
inviting, functional use spaces
Outdoor classroom space
outdoor learning space, rainwater mitigation, alternative energy
Please holistically look over the facilities we have now to redesign and reconfigure instead of
building new. Also, install solar panels over MHS and Gaudet roofs and parking lots.
Please spell "auditorium" correctly....there is not one performance space in Middletown that will
seat 500...it is essential...MHS music teachers must find alternative performance venues....A stateof the -art auditorium could serve the Aquidneck Island residents. It is essential...
Programs and classes that set up our future children to be responsible young adults. I'm all about
teaching these kids money management, basic skills of cooking, automotive classes to teach girls
and boys how to change tires or oil or basic car maintenance. How to do resumes etc. A lot of
students may not learn these skills at home. So maybe a space or building to teach these skills.
Proper athletic fields (with locker rooms) located at the high school. A fully outfitted weight/fitness
room.
Regional learning opportunities. Voc tec and alternative learning opportunities like the met school
offers.
Renovate the bathrooms. Haven’t been in the high school one but if it’s anything like Gaudet, it’s a
necessity. My high school student refuses to use the bathroom in school.
Replace outdated areas and items.
Replace white boards with interactive smart boards/ technology boards in classrooms. The boards
need to be at the students' level... not TV's above their heads
Safe, developing and creative environment to our children
Safety as #1 priority.
Safety, security, vocational programs, arts
Secure heating (maybe cooling) for all rooms - heat doesn't work many times and rooms are very
cold (or too hot), fix screens in windows and allow windows to be open/closed more easily as they
can be faulty. Brown water sometimes comes out of pipes/sinks; smell of septic sometimes can be
detected
Selfishly: new teacher furniture that we don't have to buy ourselves (chairs, desks), more water
filling stations. More dedicated space to display student work in GLA. More open sink areas in GLA.
Spend money wisely
Sports/exercise complex availability at MHS
Take care of your buildings. You always want new, when maybe is better care was given it would
still be fine. Look at Newport $120 million +. Good Lord.
Teachable math
Teacher’s that helps kids. It’s not the space it’s the teacher knowledge
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That buildings get updated to at least 21st century standards. Almost all of the MPS school
buildings are old, outdated, and in need of several repairs to bring them up to today’s standards.
Take MHS for example, the classrooms are small, furniture is old or broken, there’s barely enough
for everyone, supplies are dwindling and making it so it’s hard for teachers and students to do their
jobs properly, and the overall facilities are bleak and uninspiring. There’s few opportunities to
showcase student work or add a sense of school spirit or pride within its hallways. I think back to
high schools I’ve worked or been in and the ones that had good school culture and overall
staff/student positive outlook had a space the students/staff were proud to call their own. These
other schools had bright and engaging hallways, student-driven murals and showcases of work,
displays of achievements that weren’t just academic or sports related, or even buildings that didn’t
have giant holes in the wall or missing pipes through their ceiling. When something is “rundown” or
doesn’t seem like it’s being taken care of to its fullest extent, why would others take the
time/energy to appreciate it? I’m not trying to sound negative in any way but I know if schools were
updated to reflect the promises and ideas were promoting to families and the community of
futuristic education with pathways and 21st century skills then we should uphold our end of the
bargain.
That things are updated responsibly and quickly.
"The high school is worn, dated, dark, and kind of depressing. It doesn’t have a welcoming feel to it.
It would be nice to give it a fresh coat of paint, turn on more lights and refresh lockers (or get rid of
them). Students complain that the school’s appearance give the “community doesn’t care”
vibe…holes and water stains in ceiling tiles, chipped floors.

Also, the technology is dated/out of order and hard to obtain. Even a simple fix like having our
school email autopopulate parent email addresses would be a step towards getting with the times
tech-wise. "
The Planetarium was a wonderful learning experience. Please bring it back.
"There is no auditorium in the Middletown School system. Cafetoriums are worthless for theatre
and music performances. The lack of support for art performance is awful.
If you decide to partner with a local community organization will we have allocated storage? Are
the theatre productions going to move all their props and sets over for rehearsals? Will the music
department bring over risers for the chorus? Pianos for the band? Seats for the band? Will it be
available as a rehearsal space? What technical support will it provide and by whom?"
To be brought up to date facilities
To continue maintaining and/or upgrading the school buildings for longer term use
to make hallways and common spaces uplifting with colors and/or motivational remind
Trade school options including electrician & plumbing
Ugrades to buildings labs classrooms and more supplies provided
Up to date technology for online classroom instruction
Update the MHS Library to create a modern-day Library and Learning Commons
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Update the planetarium and make it more accessible to the community
Updated bathrooms and more space for movement activities
Updated facilities (building structure, appearance, facilities, electrical, etc...) to allow for 21st
century learning
Updated outdoor common area, updated library/learning center that fits the century we live in,
comfortable study area (common learning/technology center) where students can collaborate
effectively in
Updated spaces that students take pride in
Updated, modern classrooms that include large interactive whiteboards, not tiny mounted TV's
Updates facilities and air quality
Utilizing the courtyard spaces at Gaudet for outdoor science experiences. Having more accessible
teacher rooms at Gaudet. Cleaner bathrooms at Gaudet. More kid friendly/happy hallway areas
Virtual meetings for staff opening day/teacher orientation day. All the staff together in one room is
too much now! Even if the church holds 500 people it is too many in one room! At least, individual
school meetings are not as large.
Vocational programs
Warm water in the bathroom sinks would be great. Less mold would be even better!
We are losing a whole generation of creative thinkers as we are not catering to their learning
preferences- hands on, creative and visual. It's my hope that we can be more inclusive and connect
learning areas rather than isolating subjects into key learning areas.
We need a STEM Center, School to Career Center, Planetarium and Space Center to enhance our
engineering, technology and bio-medical career paths.
We need more small spaces for students to engage in conversations and learning. It would be nice
if the grades 6-8 could have some type of lounge/study area to do work and socialize.
We need to invest in top of the line technology for all Middletown Public schools and facilities.
Invest in the arts and music, not only sports !
We need to update our gyms.
We would prefer Middletown (Aquidneck Island, actually) to build new state of the art schools
(perhaps one elementary, one middle, one high school) that meet 21st century college prep and
vocational tech/era of imagination goals/needs.
Well ventilated buildings Easy to create ventilation in the buildings. Buildings that have EASY
mechanics and capabilities to respond to heat, cold, wet and mold free are top Heath centered
priorities.
working heat, better use of the courtyard spaces, use of the greenhouse, student painted murals
throughout the school, working plumbing, HVAC, work orders filled in timely manner.
Wouu you do love to have the courtyard at MHS turned into a useable space for learning, garden,
socializing etc.
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A performance venue would greatly improve real world experiences for the arts.
A REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT!!!
A safe and strong learning community
Better accessibility at the elementary schools- the elevators are too old and barely function
Better computers for the kids - especially when they are participating in science and programming
based classes. My daughters chrome book doesn't allow her to do her Robotics classwork on it and
has been waiting over a month for replacement. If you are going to have children participate in
these newer classes - she is also in BioMed than you have to give them the equiptment necessary
to participate in such advanced classes. Also for security reasons a "scannable" ID card that is
necessary to enter the facility each day - they can have it on their smartphone similar how you
would board a plane or enter a concert. These days I think the MHS would benefit for a more
advanced system of entry.
Better sports facilities
bike paths and sidewalks leading to schools, fewer cars
Bring back home economics, cooking, accounting, and basic human skills that will enable kids to be
contributing adults to society. I have an intern currently who doesn't know how to address an
envelope.
BUILDINGS NEED TO BE UPGRADED BADLY AND ALL SHOULD HAVE AC
Buildings should be tools for teaching about green building and sustainability
Classroom furnishings that have flexibility to reconfigure to create learning communities for
students of various sizes and physical needs.
clean air
Clean up your act, get more control over unruly students , more policing of hallways and bathrooms
and punish the kids who vandalize the school . So sick of my kids telling me how the bathrooms
smell like weed, how there are used dap pens in the bathroom and how many fights they see in
hallways and in the boys bathroom. Take control over this for once, make the resource officer
patrol hallways and bathrooms. Enough is enough, MHS is already becoming ghetto enough ! It is
sickening! Can’t wait for my kids to graduate and get the hell out of this trashy environment.
Cleaner bathrooms
Cleaner restrooms, functional use of courtyards, more accessible teacher rooms/spaces for
planning/eating lunch, etc.
Continued upgrades and improvements! So we don’t end up like other towns….
Educational improvements to stay current
Find different ways to save money...solar panels on roof to help reduce cost of energy. Better
recycling practices.
Give Maria dowler a raise or at least some new furniture she runs MHS
Go big or stay home
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have more small gathering space for activities for kids and more hands on learning trainings and
spaces for career pathways.
Homeroom classrooms are too small for what is expected in addressing student needs in their
academics. We need charging stations or charging towers in each classroom.
HVAC
"I am hopeful that the learning center at GLA can be expanded to create a space where students
can come together to learn and work in groups. I would like to see the technology in the building
to be upgraded so that students are able to access interactive software and manipulate math
problems/virtual science activities.
Providing flexible furniture will allow a bit more space for teaching and learning, the current
furniture is not conducive to this. "
I am not a fan of open concept. I know that's "old fashioned" but at early levels distractions are
high these days. Students work better in a supported distraction -free environment.
I hope that administration will proofread before they distribute surveys.
I hope that we can have enough space to have the support staff have a space to work with students
comfortably.
I just wanted to explain my answer of important for both questions about a large auditorium.
Schools need an area for daytime use that can accommodate students and programs so that we
don't have to incur the cost of transportation to an outside facility. The community partnership is
important for family, after hour/outside of school events when transportation will not be a cost
factor for the school department.
I would like to have a common area for our cluster to utilize. Something like the learning center
mentioned above, but that the team classrooms would all conmnnect to so that it is easy to use,
share and allow for flexibility.
Improve and move our school district into the next 50 years with modern and inclusive facilities
that will mimic real world learning and working.
Improve facilities and increased academic performance
Improved HS facilities that support students with laptops - cords everywhere in limited outlets is a
tripping and fire hazard.
Improved space and airflow in the library at GMS
improved technologies installment, use, and ease of access
In addition to staff, it would be nice to have a building with hot water and heat, doors that aren't
held on by duct tape and additional safety measures like an SRO officer at all times.
International clubs, events that kids can present topics in a fair or night event
Invest in more technology equipment for rooms that are available daily. With the changing society
many schools are implementing smartboards in classrooms. This allows for a lot of interaction, the
screen is bigger and brighter.
INVEST IN TEACHERS
Invest!
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It would be fantastic to usher in advancements and technology, but please do not lose focus of the
children you have in the district, on the current facilities.
Keep the ball fields in better shape all year round like portsmouth
Keeping up with societal changes
Look to outside space-- less asphalt and less grass, more native plantings.
Major Updates to the library materials computers research materials and pleasure reading
materials
Make as many spaces flexible as you can, make building design expandable, go back to basics and
forget the political correct crap that permeates this culture. Our students need a world class
education so they can get meaningful jobs when the graduate. Not brainwashing and
indoctrination.
Many of these facility updates would require training and professional development for teachers
and staff. This must happen in order to support the facility updates-they need to go hand-in-hand.
Do we have the funds to provide these types of trainings? For example, if small learning
communities are going to be successful, we need teacher buy-in and dedication as well as
administrative support. Will this happen? Because, if we don’t have both, the structural changes
will not make a difference.
MHS is making do with an old building - lots of band aid solutions to keep things "Up to code" but
certain things fall to the wayside. For example, there is only power/internet on one side of my
classroom so computers/printers have to go at the front of the room blocking the white board.
When I asked if internet could be run to the other side of the room (thereby enhancing my ability
to teach the class from the front of the room), I was told no.
Modern comfortable learning spaces
Modernize them please! Safe playground equipment please.
Modernize them…for example update Libraries to meet current needs and trends.
Modernize! Let's bring Aquidneck Elementary and MHS into the 21st century.
Mold free, clean air and water, handicapped accessible, FA playground equipment that is more
suited to K students to limit injury.
Mold removed from classroom floors/ceilings
More classrooms for small group work and to lower class sizes.
more indoor gym space or large spaces for students to move or have movement breaks
More natural light
More opportunities for neurodiverse learners.
More outdoor learning spaces, more inspiring spaces, bright welcoming environments
"More realistic use of space. Courtyards are lovely but not realistic as far as use from October
through April. Doubling up classroom use to save money vs. courtyards and atriums for the sake of
esthetics means that kids are second to looks. It's a waste of money and space.
I'd rather continue utilizing the Gaudet fields instead of putting money into duplicating those fields
at the high school."
More spaces to have bigger group opportunities
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More STEM/Computer lab and classroom space. Also, better support for sports teams. Re-open
and expand weight/exercise room (other local schools have found a way to re-open theirs in COVID
environment). Hire trainer to help condition athletes and assess and treat injuries and
rehabilitation (eg, part-time or retired nurse or pre-med / sports sciences student from local
university?). Provide "trainers room" in furtherance of the foregoing.
Multi purpose furniture access for all teachers, not just some of specific content
n/a
new furniture for classrooms, science labs. grade together with a common area
New furniture that is equitably distributed, Flexible furniture in ALL classes, dedicated spaces for
small group work and PT/OT/Speech.
New Gymnasium
New schools
Ofcourse a clean school is helpful for moral. Clean paint jobs, clean stairwells, fresh windows. But
it’s truly teachers that care about kids’ learning the content that make a realdifference.
Offer Home Ed classes in Middle School
Outdoor seating option for lunch and/or classwork.
Pour more into the arts and make them accessible and a priority
Put the high school where the middle school is and build a new school. The rest of the countries
high schools have ownership of their facilities. The high school needs serious attention.
Renovate the high school gym. It’s in dire need.
Re-purpose the courtyards at MHS / replace stage in MHS cafeteria
Rooms for smaller group teaching opportunities, spaces
SAA
Safe playground equipment
schools to reflect the present so they should be outfitted with the latest in technology and even a
nice paint job here or there helps with the learning experience and environment/school pride
See above
Shared facilities; labs, auditorium, planetarium (updated), etc. to be accessible to the entire
community for learning opportunities.
Something that attracts students and lets families know we are invested in providing their students
with a top notch education... Unfortunately, when families look at other options, sometimes the
outward appearance is their first consideration and we often lose in that regard...
Something that services the community, performance area, better facilities for STEAM, with A
including music and arts
Study Hall at Gaudet, improvement of library at Gaudet. The library resources are shockingly bad
and outdated ...unacceptable really
Tables that support collaboration & technology... charging stations
Take part in the dark sky initiative - all lights downward facing and low-spread, including street
lights, gentle colors (yellow or red, not "daylight"), motion-sensors so they are not on all night.
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Tech & manufacturing labs integrated within schools / spaces where community based
professionals can workshop with students leading to internships / Better sports facilities ( ie.
hockey rink) / outdoor learning spaces
That all of the schools have safe spaces for students to learn, that the buildings represent the level
of education students receive in Middletown.
That we can effectively use funds to promote a positive learning environment for all students,
advanced learners and IEP students alike.
That we never have to be concerned about our childrens safety while at school. I experienced
bomb threats and lockdowns and i is very scary as a parent.
The high school needs serious attention. We need our kids to feel proud so they respect the space,
their classmates and their education. Nothing says pride about our building. We have teachers and
Administration that are working with limited resources to create Islander Pride but when the
physical space is so antiquated and limited, it is a struggle.
The schools need major renovations. Also hoping that the 4th grade gets moved back to
elementary school.
The WiFi to me stronger for our network to support the one to one
They will ALL be very handicap. Assiable
To focus on childrens needs and not on testing. And be able to graduate without capstone
expectations. To be able to graduate going into a field of choice without taking classes they may not
need such as a child care will not need algebra 1 or 2. Geometry or chemistry .focus more on the
basics. English Reading including spelling learning to write and legibly
To partner with Newport to build a state of the art HS that will serve the needs of all students.
500/600 students in separate buildings is NOT optimal. Having a HS that serves 1000-1200 will
make all of the departments stronger and will enable the HSs to offer more higher level courses....a
community HS will strengthen the Althetic, the Arts, and the Academic programs.
Top floor of art suite (312) has inadequate floor space for instruction.
Update the classrooms so that kids can learn in a space they are proud of. Keep the bathrooms
clean and stocked at the turf.
Update the high school its the same for 40plus years
updated facilities
Updated office furniture. A heating/cooling system that works correctly.
updates to buildings
upgraded appearances, less rust and faded paint. It is depressing.
Upgrades
Ways to better display presentations, better/updated AV for large group presentations
We desperately need to raise more awareness about the state of the facilities, to bring them into
the 21st century. Any monies invested should prioritize making buildings and grounds more energy
efficient and resilient to impacts from climate change (e.g. heat waves, more severe rain events).
Facilities need to be aesthetically welcoming so that staff and students enjoy being there. The sense
of burn out in our schools is overwhelming. Spaces should be updated to feel restorative and
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welcoming. Special offerings and niche learning centers are nice, but we should to fix what we have
and make it functional before taking on any new projects.
We need storage for athletic equipment.
We need to have a pipeline funding source with a 4% cap to sustain our new building additions
..........
working heat, better use of the courtyard spaces, use of the greenhouse, student painted murals
throughout the school, working plumbing, HVAC, work orders filled in timely manner.
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Traditional Grade Level Groupings
Multi-Age Approach
Unsure
Other

226
41
81
12

Total Responses

360
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1-5, 6-8, 9-12
1-8 and 9-12
2-3 grades in the same class
3-5
3rd graders are too big around the little kindergartens
4-5
4-5
4th grade back to elementary
4th grade should be in the elementary school
6-8
6-9 at Gaudet
6-9 at gaudet, 10-12 at MHS
8th graders should not be on the same bus as 4th and 5th.
9-12
A grouping where our 4th grader isn’t on a bus with 8th graders. K-6… 7/8…. 9-12.
A mix of traditional/multi-age and flexible grouping ad needed
At Aquidneck they offer both a multi-age program and a standard K-2. It worked well to let families
have the option.
Bring back K-4. The middle school is too large!
By students’ interests
Don't think 4th grade should be at the middle school
Each grade.......a self contain classroom.......then a 2 level K-1 ... then a !-2-3 level .
.
the a 2 level es / one room with 2 grade level
Get 4 and 5 out of Gaudet School, or build them their own cafeteria.
Grades 8 and 9 should be together as transition years to high school. They need more academic
support.
group students in grades 6-8 based on need/ability so that they can get supported at the same time
(for example, struggling readers can get the same support at the same time within a science class,
not just in their specialized setting).
Happy with current grade groupings
I believe 4th grade is far too young to be at the middle school and should be back with the
Elementary Schools
I believe children should be with students their own age
I do believe that 4th and 5th needs to be kept with elementary levels k-3
I like what we have now this year
I need to see more studies to form a better opinion
I think 4/5 grade needs to be in elementary school and dislike that the learning academy is part of
middle school.
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I think a multi age approach in k-5 would be most beneficial
I think K-5 should be housed together at an elementary level. 6-8 should be together in one
building and then the high school 9-12.
I think they're fine as is...unless the school can manage teaching multi-age classes the point it moot.
I thought the kids should stay in elementary school longer. Didn’t like the switch to k-3. I liked
having them stay until 5 th seemed better at the time.
I would like to see a K-5 elementary model. This allows young children and families to connect and
become a stronger community. There are so many opportunities for 4th and 5th grade leadership
roles in a traditional elementary model.
I would like to see an advanced group for all subjects!
I would prefer 4th and 5th grade be considered elementary rather than middle school if we ever
had the space to do this. I hate the idea of the exposure 4th graders have to 8th graders particularly
on the bus
I wouldn't mind seeing fourth grade back at the elementary level. 5-6 together and 7-8 together.
I’ve always found that when my kids were small they really enjoyed being with their older peers.
INVEST IN TEACHERS
It is useful to put pre-k with high school for those students interested in credits for early childcare.
It would be great to see a singular k-6 school for the town, with then a 7-9 middle school and 10-12
High school
Junior high would be beneficial, jumping from 8th grade at Gaudet where you share a space with
elementary aged students to MHS where you attend classes with teens and adults.
k, 1-5, 6-8, 9-12
K-1, 1-2
k-3, 4-5 6-8
K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12
K-4 / 5-8 / 9-12
K-4 5-8
k-4 in one building
K-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12
K-4, 5-8, 9-12
K-4, 5-8, 9-12
K-4. /5-8/ 9-12
K-5
K-5
K-5 and 6-8 and 9-12
k-5 elementary, 6-8 middle and 9-12 high
K-5 would be nice together. The 3rd grade students could use some older role models.
K-5, 6-8, 9-12
K-5, 6-8, 9-12
K-5,6-8,9-12
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K-5,6-8,9-12
K-5/6-8/
K-6 8-12
K-6, 7and8, high school
K-6. 7-8 9-12
Lets put K-5 together again!
middle school should be switched to 6-8, 4-5 are too young for middle school and to be mixed with
14 year olds
Mostly for middle school. 4th grade overloads the building. Look at the elementary
Multi age groups
Multiage classrooms
never researched it but I know most students in any middle grade level are not reading at grade
level so if that would be addressed, I'd be for anything
Pre K options K-5 or 6, 6* - 8, 9-12
Pre K-4, 5-7, 8-10, 11-12
Pre-K to 5/6
Stop sending 4th graders to a school with 8th graders!! 4th graders should not be exposed to
sexually explicit conversations on a bus.
Students should not be moved to the middle school building at 4th grade. Five years in the middle
school building is too long, especially given the developmental changes that take place during those
years. Fourth grade students also shouldn’t be riding the bus with 8th graders. Elementary students
(k-5) should be at the elementary schools, and middle school aged students at the middle school.
Supports peer support from older students
the example given sounds good
There are too many students in the Gaudet building
Traditional Grade Level Groupings
We are grateful to the admin for attention to this concern in spite of facilities
Μulti age approach
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Student ID's for security. 2.) Invest in laptops that work with the courses the students is working on
or allow parents to purchase an approved devise. FYI - my daughter takes a Robotics course at
MHS but the school issued laptop doesn't work for this class and it took close to 3 weeks to get a
better one issued. Within one week the new stopped charging. This is unacceptable for kids that
are just trying to get their work done and for parents who have the means to help out and buy a
laptop but are not allowed to because of MHS restrictions.
A community HS with Newport/Middletown
A REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
adapt to ongoing changes
An educational model that reflects flexible seating, collaboration, and inquiry based learning that
links what is learned in the classroom to real-world/community/intern experiences.
Best science department in the country
Better access to extra help, perhaps homework tutor help, better communication between
teachers and students, when a student asks for help- actually give it- don’t constantly
deflect/redirect, have all class work online for instructions examples. NEEDS A “LIFE”CLASS IE
FINANCES, banking, bill pay, negotiating jobs etc
Boost struggling students with intensive programs instead of these students constantly being left
behind.
CANT CONTINUE TO LOWER EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS JUST TO KEEP SOME KIDS MOVING
THROUGH THE SYSTEM
Career Based Curriculums / foreign language introduction at a younger age / food based education
including farming, processing and cooking/preserving of food / more marine tech based
educational opportunities
career pathways for middle school students
Expanded offerings via remotely
Experiential learning, home ec. personal finance
Follow Japan education models. They are the future.
Full time TA’s in Elementary schools especially in grades K and 1
Get the middle school grade level back to traditional letter grades from numbers and prepare them
for letter grading in high school and college. What’s the purpose for the number grading system
besides confuses everyone.
Good luck, I have no hope it gets worse by the year.
Graduation based on mastery of concepts rather than years of school. No grade levels at all.
Students can complete graduation requirements in 12 years or more or fewer if that's what it takes
to be proficient, and report it to the state so that they don't look like drop-outs or failures.
Hands on learning in small class sizes. Real world skills like cooking, wood shop, STEAM labs, Maker
Spaces etc.
Have high school use 83 minute periods so students have each class every other day.
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Having two schools (GLA and GAUDET) is much more extra work for all parties involved- staff,
admin, students, families, community. Having potentially 3 separate school buildings for k-5 (or
having two k-3 and one separate building 4-5) would solve MANY issues GLA and Gaudet are having
and have been having for many years. There’s not enough space or classrooms with some teachers
having to “double up rooms”, the schedule is unnecessarily confusing to accommodate both
schools, the shared areas like the gym and cafeteria are constantly being “fought over” for space
and use, and because it’s two schools- more often than not cocurricular teachers are used as
“babysitters” for lunch duties, coverage, and other extra duties that cut down needed planning
time. Having an updated education model would greatly benefit not just those two schools but the
entire district as a whole.
High learner options/programming
High School should be the last to start. Our daughters attended schools in MS and FL that ran on
this model and it increased the academic performance of the students.
Honors students not getting credit for honors classes! This is a most important issue. MHS looses a
good amount of high academic achieving students to private schools because of this.
I don't know specifically but we need a complete revamping of our reading issue
I explained some the facilities section. I think this island can benefit for a more vocational/ technical
feel. Trade is so important.
I hope that the town of Middletown is able to support the schools and see the value in 21st
century buildings. I also hope that Middletown is able to embrace a more efficient RTI model as
well as the flexibility for ALL students to be met where they are at.
I hope that we can look into getting the middle school to not be standard based. This will help with
the transition from Gaudet to the High School.
I hope to be able to separate 4th and 5th grade and not house them in the same building at 6,7,8.
I think that schools should invest in music, arts, and languages in addition to tech/STEM. Having all
reflects an invested and well-rounded school community. Also, more course offerings that are in
line with our community (permaculture and marine biology) and an AP option across all contents
would be nice.
I think we definitely need more options at the middle school to foster "career readiness"
opportunities. At these grades there are already kids that express that college is not for them, but
they are very interested in certain trades (ie mechanics, cosmetology, etc.) I think we need to have
more opportunities to expose these kids to these fields before they even get to high school. I think
it would help with student engagement and also help them be able to start formulating a path to
success sooner rather than later.
I want the model to be effective. Furnishing plans that are not actually put into use are fruitless.
The concern for the future is great, but you are missing the issues that need to addressed for this
year.
I would like to see holding students accountable! We pass on everyone even if they do NO work.
DO SOMETHING!!!
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I would like to see language attached to the 6-8 grades as an everyday class. I would also like to see
more supports with Title Math Intervention in 6-8.
I would recommend looking at the school start times. Multiple studies show having the schools
start in ascending ages (youngest to oldest) creates a better learning environment for the students.
Many districts in other parts of the country do this with great success.
I'd love to see a return to multi-age classes, especially with the learning gaps COVID brings us.
Inclusion opportunities for kids with special needs.
Incorporating real world experiences for middle and high school students like internships. Students
should be able to incorporate areas of interest into core subjects with independent study programs
as well
Increasing Pathway Program offerings.
INVEST IN TEACHERS
Kindergarten /first grade learning centers
Lab and hands on schooling
Labs for the PLTW programs especially as you expand medical and technology.
mentorship programs
More active / hands-on learning. More opportunities for outdoor learning.
More Art/Music Educators
More career technical opportunities.
more dedicated teachers, more attentive to their students and surroundings
More interactive
More language selections available
More support in the classroom for students. Smaller class size.
More tutors for individual help and small group
new SEL curriculum, more hands on learning in classrooms and less computers,
No critical race theory.
Offer advanced students (based on classroom performance, teacher rec and test scores) nontraditional learning experiences like virtual classes/college classes/internships. This will lessen the
burden on our teachers so they can provide a more personalized learning instruction to the kids
that are working towards proficiency.
Place Based and Project Based Learning.
Please consider a gpa system that rewards honors students. There is no incentive today for
students to take honors level classes
Please support grade 6 as a middle school model- 4 person teams. The curriculums as this level are
an extremely heavy lift, and mixed with the increasing numbers of PLP/PMPs each year it makes it
very difficult to juggle multiple contents.
Practical, non political education that teaches out students to think critically and enter college or
the workforce.
Preschool is necessary!
Simple school uniform options
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Smaller class size makes the difference! 20 in K and 25 in chemistry is not the best for student
needs.
space given for small group work, movable tables to support this work
Students should have a more comprehensive STEAM and foreign language curriculum from K-12.
Support our work in NGSS, even with something as simple as supplying materials (science teachers
still have to buy many of their own materials because it has not been ordered yet)
Teach real life lessons, stop with all of the whore washed history. Teach children about taxes,
finances, how to function as adults, how to interview for jobs. Show our children that trades can
and are just as good as college.
That we expect better....no more Covid excuses...our kids were bored, teachers were less than
engaged and expected very little from very capable students. One could argue the students
struggling during covid would probably have benefited from a regular schedule, the encouragement
that they could keep their learning at prior year pace and actually perform just as well...boredom
was the real enemy.
To allow for the groupings to be age appropriate and help support the developmental needs that
those age groups require.
To provide more support to struggling learners...more time built in the day for small group
intensive instruction to remediate.
Updated curriculum for all subject areas.
Updated Library and research materials throughout but most especially Middle School and High
School.
Updated methods and materials throughout the curricula offerings
We build in programs that support students as they are struggling throughout the year instead of
waiting for them to fail and then sending them to a summer program.
We have great teachers, so let's update facilities to match 21st century learners' needs. 4th graders
should not be in a middle school setting.
We need scheduling so that student's do not need to choose between fine arts opportunities and
advanced placement or "college prep" classes/programs.
We need to have a separate café and gym for 4th and 5th grade.
When students fail keep them back in that grade, and if you are worried about teenagers in
middleschool then provide another type of educational model for that group because the overall
skills will skyrocket as soon as students realize failing and having it adversely affect then is an
option. Presently it is the student's belief that they do not have to do any work until ninth or tenth
grade.
Where the fine arts are not pushed out by these pathways.
While I worry about my 4th and 5th grader being with 8th graders, I love the K-3 model. My son is
happy and safe and not exposed to older student language and behaviors.
Whole-child facilities with social emotional learning incorporated into all learning, starting with
facilities that students respect and therefore, take better care of, have more pride in, meet
heating/cooling/ventilation and other comfort needs to provide a comfortable learning
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environment. We appreciate the School Comm, Town Council, community's efforts, but facilities
are nowhere near adequate for the 21st century to attract new residents or enable tech-centered,
hands-on creativity-based learning (as opposed to past book/fact-centered education).
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Question #7: List your top 4 suggestions on building improvements that would be an educational
enhancement for teaching and learning. (ie. planetarium, gyms, science labs, auditoriums)




















working showers in the locker room, new buildings, science labs, second means of egress exit the
property
Labs for the sciences 2) dedicated space to ""life skills"" like career training or everyday life training
3) Better library/learning commons 4) a tech center of excellence."
1)Technical Training (auto/HVAC etc 2) Auditorium 3)new science lab 4)STEAM facility
Modernize / brighten MHS (if replacement not an option) to improve student pride and morale; 2.
More STEM and Computer Labs; 3. Modernized and expanded gym and weight/conditioning
facilities (incl. trainer); 4. Auditorium / Performance Center (provides income opportunity for
MPSRI as well);
Ac/heat (that functions properly) for every class in all the schools. 2. Renovate the gyms and
bathrooms. 3. Is a planetarium necessary? No, get rid of it. 4. Proper auditorium at least for the
high school.
Additional gym and locker room at MHS 2. Upgraded Fitness Center 3. More bathrooms at MHS 4.
Upgraded furniture, laptops at MHS
Auditorium 2. Library with computer lab. 3. PLTW labs. 4. Science labs.
Auditorium 2. Stem space 3. Proper ventilation that doesn’t make the classrooms look like factories
4. Wifi that works and includes guest access.
Build a performance Auditorium 600 plus seating capacity. 2. Remove grades 4 and 5 from Gaudet.
3. HVAC system in music area. Currently still using original 1970's system.
Classrooms that are clean, modern, and bright. 2. Science labs that empowers kids curiosity and
problem solving skills, 3. Libraries that are inviting and overflowing with inspiration, 4. Music rooms
that embody the magic of music and its power to bring people together (the current space at
Gaudet feels like a damp cave). The wording of this question is unfortunate as it will lead people to
consider only specialty learning spaces (E.g. I predict that the 4 examples listed will end up as the
top 4 suggestions). The overall condition of the buildings is THE greatest impediment to
educational achievement. How could students and staff not feel uninspired and undervalued given
the state of the facilities? Our schools should be the pride of our community rather than an
afterthought.
Gymnasium for the high school
Learning centers where students and teachers have the flexibility to learn outside of small
classroom spaces 2. auditorium at high school 3. gym for 4th and 5th grade 4. science labs for
middle and high school
science labs 2. outdoor educational spaces 3. multi-use small group spaces 4. auditorium
science labs 2. planetarium 3. gyms 4. practical, hands on learning facilities
100% Safe and healthy Buildings, Curricular excellence supported by updated relevant materials
and methods. Strong focus on the development of math and science programs from day 1 to
graduation.
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A designated cafeteria and auditorium, small amphitheatre that can be used as an outdoor
performance seating area or classroom, designated art and music rooms.
A modern fitness center, an auditorium, technology upgrades to the classrooms and hallways
(smart boards), cleaning out of old furniture that is not used (less clutter in the building)
"AC, NEW GYMNASIUM AT MHS, AUDITORIUM WITH STAGE FOR THEATER, NEW LOCKER ROOMS
LOCATED AT GAUDET FOR MHS ATHLECTIC TEAMS.
REDICULOUS THAT LOCKER ROOMS ARE AT ONE LOCATION AND FIELDS AT ANOTHER!?"
actually use the planetarium more, more science labs, more classes to try out different career paths
and figure out what students are interested in.
Advancements in technology are crucial to grooming persons that can survive in this time period.
Science is extremely important and vital to our survival. Math is also of the upmost importance and
currently a sad situation. Creative expression via the arts should not be lost or forgotten.
Air conditioning at the HS, the classrooms get to the point where students cannot concentrate
because it is extremely hot.
Air conditioning for buildings and new ideas for sports and talent groups
All arts programs are massively important and should be funded without question. Student lounges
should be built. Science and technology labs should added and or upgraded.
An auditorium would be AMAZING, science labs, improved gym spaces, better layout of office
spaces
Art rooms too
Auditorium
auditorium
Auditorium and 4th grade back at the elementary schools
Auditorium! Science labs, outdoor spaces, multi-purpose flexible gathering spaces (for combining
multiple classrooms)
Auditorium, classes that teach a trade versus college prep, improved HVAC/AC in all buildings,
gyms.
Auditorium, flexible seating, science labs
Auditorium, gyms
Auditorium, hands - on science labs with updated technology, flexibility to expand or constrict class
room sizes based on need/weather (outdoor options), improve efficiency of HVAC
Auditorium, multi use areas , reconfigure libraries
Auditorium, New Gym, new windows and fitness center
Auditorium, science lab, state of art libraries, larger cafeteria so more lunches can happen at the
same time.
Auditorium, science labs, flexible seating
Auditorium, technologically advanced, inclusive environments for diverse learners
Auditorium/performance space at Gaudet, a phys ed area dedicated to GLA, dedicated spaces at
GLA/GMS for small groups to work in, dedicated therapy spaces for PT/OT.
"Auditoriums or places to hold large inclusive gatherings, performances and celebrations
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an improved gym
cohesive branding for the school, including signage"
Auditoriums, science labs, planetarium, better gyms
auditorium--theatre lighting,sound, seating-backstage area (seats 500); state of the art science labs;
indoor gyms with tracks, etc; proper music suite....piano/keyboard labs; outdoor spaces (like the
inside/outside quad at MHS
Bathrooms need updating.
Be more engaging amd interactive with the students. Embrace the future!
Better classroom furniture for students
Science Labs
Better Cafeteria with better seating choices
Common area for each cluster"
Better gym better labs Safer buildings
Better gymnasium, marked walking/jogging path around the high school property to be used by any
teacher that feels her/his class needs a break to get outside, 'chill' space, a lounge where
students/teachers can go for group work or discussions, and, in a dream world-a natatorium, pool
space is at a premium on the island and living in a coastal community, water safety should be
taught to all students. Could be a great revenue generator/employment opportunity for the town
as well.
Better lighting, new furniture for both teacher and student, digital clocks, auditorium
Better ventilation
Black box spaces in each building for performance & expression, library improvements & STEM
spaces, new modular furniture for classrooms, science labs!
Building structures that don't leak, humidifiers to reduce mold, additional staff bathrooms, science
labs with state of the art equipment
cameras, larger/extra gym, auditorium.
Classrooms (where children spend 90% of their time), copiers/tools to be better teachers,
Collaborating spaces, an auditorium, STEM lab
Collaborative learning spaces, multipurpose rooms, non traditional classroom classroom setting
space/area, science labs
Common learning area, science labs, library with individual study areas, auditorium
Completion of the greenhouse in the learning center on the lower level of Gaudet..
All students at Gaudet having access to the gym for PE classes.
computer lab, science lab, collaborative/performance spaces and outdoor/indoor exercise facilities
Consistant air quality. It is often too hot and too cold. At times there has not been heat in the
winter, nor working air conditiong in June/September.
Continue the upkeep of the planetarium, gym, and improve our auditorium/cafetorium space.
Create 21st Century learning environments, labs and flex spaces with flex furniture, media
commons & increased course choices and pathways in the high school
"Dedicated areas for remote learning
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Updated equipment, computers, etc
Developing more outdoor learning space
Everything mentioned about with an auditorium being the top priority!
Everything so our students can compete on national and global level
Expand buildings for our CTE programs, for music and arts, update science labs that interact with
engineering, CTE, other programs
Expansion of Art Room 312
Refurbishment of display cases in Foyer of MHS"
Expansion of the libraries. Larger cafeterias with improved food management. Improved heating
and air conditioning. Get rid of planterium. It seems hardly to be used. As for science labs. Most
people will never need to dissect a frog or cat. They will learn that in their field of choice.
First of all...USE THE PLANETARIUM! This is a completely ignored valuable resource for the schools
and for the community that is wasting away. Create outdoor learning spaces.
fix heat/ A/C issues science labs
flexible furniture for each classroom space, science labs, presentation space (this could also be
open enough to be a movement space for students who need it, or even for indoor recess or open
gym time), lockers that are closer to students' classrooms (or are built in common areas so that
students aren't wandering to get to them), offer career pathways at Gaudet so that the students
who already show interest in that path don't have to wait until 9th grade to see that school is
meaningful to them, eco-conscious building (energy efficiency, composting in cafeteria).
flexible furniture in 4-5 classrooms, updated learning center for small groups in 4-5 space, library/
maker space given equal space and attention- books should be featured, not just maker space
materials taking over the room,
Flexible furniture, supplies, accessible tech for kids (TV too high in the sky), and support staff!
Flexible indoor activity spaces for multiple class room interactions. Cooking and Food production
facility, gardens and horticulture, farm share, marine and hospitality industry connection/
opportunity. In general more connection to experience in career paths in our local economy.
flexible seating, science labs, outdoor classroom spaces
Flexible seating, stand up desk areas, auditorium, career pathway spaces
Flexible space for small group/ hands on education. Nice spaces for teachers: break rooms/lunch
rooms/offices. Non gender bathrooms/PE changing area for all students to use. Flexible budgets for
teachers/departments for classroom furniture and materials.
Floors, Bathrooms, Gym, Accessible technology for children
Furniture for classrooms, having grade closer together, having common area for cluster, cafeteria
to also be learning space when not in use
Furniture that is more conducive to learning and the physical needs of kids. Having the classrooms
of each grade level closer together, an auditorium to help support children who are very involved in
the arts, updated science labs that allow for students to be able to conduct more experiments and
be more hands on.
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gym and fitness center at MHS, courtyard re-purpose, heating baseboards in halls to be replaced,
windows in halls to be replaced
Gym- GLA to have access to the gym and not just the small space
Learning Center
Classrooms/labs
Courtyards
gym or fitness space Gym, science labs and equipment
Gym, Science Labs, Smart Boards and flexible seating
Gym-auditorium-4 and 5 school-storage
gymnasium, fitness center, improved greenhouse/lab, auditorium
Gyms , science labs , planetarium, auditoriums
Gyms are starting to show age, auditoriums outdated.
Gyms, science labs & auditorium are the most needed
Gyms, science labs, auditorium, shop/carpentry
gyms, science labs, Home Ed (cooking, baking,sewing,art program,chorus year round
Gyms, science labs, increased use of planetarium, flexible learning environments
Gyms, science labs, planetarium, auditorium.
Gyms, upgraded classrooms and tech supports, flexible seating opportunities, specialists rooms that
eliminate distractions
Handicap assessable
Hire more resource officers, harsher punishments for kids who cause fights & vandalize the school,
more policing of the bathrooms & hallways, suspend the kids who repeatedly cause trouble and
don’t follow the rules.
I have awesome memories from the planetarium in my school in CT. That would be on my Top,
then science labs, auditoriums for theatre programs and automotive garage/ work shop.
I have not been here long enough to give valuable input.
I wish we had a television studio where students could learn how to deliver the news, edit sound
and video, and broadcast to the school. I wish MHS still offered more hands-on electives like
cooking. Students notice the lack of options and it makes them less excited to go to school. The
emphasis on PLTW and "careers" means that many students feel disengaged from school. Also,
PLTW classes should offer hands-on IT internships within the school district.
ice rink
Improved Library Space, a study/open space for student learning with an open block to use it,
cafeteria/learning commons
improved Science wing, improved areas in classroom-hands on activities in classroom,
Increase bandwidth so that Wi Fi works better for student laptops
Increase the gymnastics activities for children
interactive technology for students...ex. smart board in all classrooms, furniture, common learning
area like Forest Ave., science labs
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Kids need classes that talk about Money and budgeting, cooking, and wood class. They need to
have classes where they can learn skills that they may not be able to learn at home.
kitchen room, laundry, mechanics, beauty salon, etc
Labs and gym
Larger primary classrooms, k-5 elementary schools, larger library at Aquidneck,
Lead by example with respect to science and climate change initiatives.
Learning center areas, science labs or updated science classrooms (for example I am a 6th grade
science teacher with no sink station in my room for labs).
Learning spaces content grade teachers near each other to collaborate and co teach
Less intrusive ventilation at MHS, auditorium space for full school events, better temperature
regulation in the building, more use of the planetarium for high school students
Libraries
Libraries and meeting spaces to be updated to supply easily accessible charging stations and power
supplies. Forest Ave needs a more appealing and updated look equivalent to Aquidneck Ave.
Libraries, science labs
Life skills labs and classrooms, career training areas, meeting rooms, small group work spaces
Love the idea of planetarium, or better gym facilities. Being active is so important, I have only been
in the school one time due to covid. I have limited info of the building
Makerspace in K-3/4–6
Maritime themed facility educating more students about the Ocean, weather patterns , energy
sources, pollution and its impact on the sea life - sustainability etc...
Market Garden
MHS library, a performance space & nicer main office,
Modern updates to schools
Modern/spacious weight room/workout facility
Gardens & greenhouses
Digital modeling (CAD) labs
Outdoor learning and gathering spaces (ex: courtyard)"
Mold abatement, improved ventilation throughout facilities and classrooms, flexible furnishings to
enable flexible learning environments , a performance or theater music room in each school
"More flexible work stations/seating
Larger classrooms (middle school especially)
More use of the planetarium
Science/STEM labs (classrooms) need updating"
More frequent use of the planetarium. It is a wasted resource.
More Gyms with more equipment, music programs at early age, theater, science labs, auditorium
"Much improved library/ media space for middle and high school.
Flexible seating in all rooms- comfortable seats that fit student sizes "
New age / developmentally appropriate furniture, planetarium, AC in all rooms/ buildings
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New furniture and other cosmetic touches to the classrooms at the high school.
New Furniture, Better use of outdoor courtyards
New Lockers, new computers for students, stop cutting educational programs, open gym for kids to
go to prior to 7:15 a.m to keep them out of the cold.
Number one would be a regional high school where students from Newport county would have
access to a wider range of course offerings. After that, improved science labs, computer labs, and
outdoor learning spaces.
on site auditorium, enlarged gym, multi use academic rooms
open spacesforbigger groups
Outdoor classroom space, updated gym facilities to include a pool and field house,
Outdoor instructional space, multipurpose/shared spaces, larger cafeteria in Aquidneck
outdoor learning space, user-friendly/happier transportation options (bike paths, sidewalks),
updated science labs, 'reading space'
Outdoor learning spaces, Learning center spaces/common spaces for classroom extension,
furniture/classroom set-ups that allow for collaboration and space to work in groups
outdoor learning spaces, Science Labs, flexible furniture, cluster classes/teacher closer together
outdoor space (courtyards) for classroom use at both GMS and HS, accessibility for all students
(ramps, improved stairways) at HS
Performance space/auditorium for the high school
Performance venues
Planetarium is great. Clean buildings are great.out door playground equipment.. bright classrooms.
Everything is good but could be freshened up.
Planetarium with a Space room.........
Playground, outdoor learning spaces, vocational classrooms
Please fix up the high school and all libraries.
R ,R,+ Math
Reduce spending on principals and admin and hire more teachers
"Refresh/modernize the high school.
TV/Média Center and updated labs for journalism and graphic design.
New auditorium for plays and music.
Facilities for high school students to participate in sports on campus."
Relaxation/study stations, science labs, theatre stage, wood/auto/electronics shop
Renovate the High School Library
replace bulletin boards that were removed because of mold during window installation, replace
white boards that are damaged or unusable
Right-sized rooms for ALL specials
schedule performing groups, AP classes first and then build the schedule around that. Portsmouth
does this and their kids aren't told they can't be in band , chorus and ensembles.
Science abs/storage/prep space, Planetarium with in-house teacher, updated gyms with allfunctioning major equipment, secure access from the outside separate from locker rooms, separate
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from interior of the school, Auditorium with professional sound and lights and space for the entire
school.
science and technology spaces, expanded career pathway classrooms - carpentry,
design...Planetarium seems unnecessary given we can't budget for multiple reading specialists at
each elementary school. An auditorium feels like a good move in order to promote the arts.
Science lab, planetarium,
Science lab, technology, better support for teachers, cleaning and modernizing the school in
general
Science labs
Science labs
Science labs #1
Science labs at MHS go look how out dated and unused the science rooms equipment and sinks and
lab areas are, it’s embarrassing
Science labs auditoriums
Science labs for grade 6 and higher, update planetarium to increase use, updated cafeteria space,
utilize courtyards for science instruction
science labs, art studio, greenhouse and/ or gardening facilities/ appletrees
Science labs, gyms
Science labs, music and arts, technology, study and tutoring
science labs, planetarium, make use of both quads for teaching and activities, trees to shade the
new office area at Gaudet
Science labs, real world teaching labs
science labs, upgrade furniture in planetarium, create an actual teacher's room that encourages
teachers to collaborate, install working copy machines
Science Labs. Auditorium
science, planetarium, science, robotics
science/tech labs, labor fields of study-pluming, electrical, healthcare, hospitality etc.
security
Security of entryways
See above.
Separate buildings for GLA/Gaudet, updated facilities to reflect district educational promises and
ideas, increased budgets for better/more supplies and furniture. Just those 3 because o think
they’re very important and deserve more attention.
Simple upgrades keeping with the constant changes with technology and teaching the teachers
how to use them.
"Small Learning Centers like Forest Ave
Flexible furniture
Flexible cafeteria space - can be use for study breakouts/ group projects"
Spaces/rooms, labs, science, reading spaces
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Student lounge area, performance space, practice and studio rooms for the arts, an actual teachers'
room that is set up and comfortable.
Teaching, safety, science, stem
The four listed above are high on my list
The 4 suggested here are our top 4: NEW structures with at least one large auditorium, up to date
science labs and gyms, and update the planetarium.
The planetarium is a waste of space- convert that into an auditorium. Improved study areas,
improved science and computer labs.
The roundabout at the front of the school needs to have sidewalks on both sides bordering it.
Updated classroom technology- interactive whiteboards, modern auditorium, updated science &
computer labs, space for arts
Upgrade and modernize energy systems; improve outdoor space with natural plantings, stop paving
everything, including creating giant fields of grass that need mowing and fertilizers; rethink entire
buildings instead of piecemeal additions and awkward re-workings of individual rooms; focus on
academic space, not gym or field space
Upgraded gym @ MHS to include a weight room, new science labs, trade school space
use of planetarium
utilize planetarium, create modern science labs, ...
Vocational programs
Vocational school building to learn trades.
We don’t have the money or population to offer our students the opportunity they deserve.
We need to make better use of our planetarium. A large multi purpose auditorium would be nice if
the community use one doesn’t work out. Gyms and equipment need upgrades.
Weight Rooms/Fitness Center, modern/updated computer labs, trade classes (electrician,
plumbing, mechanic, etc.)
Whatever the teachers suggest
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